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People are designed to be together.
Life is crafted to be lived.
Fully. Unrestricted. Unbounded.
So, please.
Come to the table.
Eat. Play. Talk. Think. Work.
Create memories and make them last.
We are Joli.
Our tables are anchors of life.
Surviving seasons and generations.
Bringing people together.
Lasting memories.

it all starts
around the table.
Unforgettable nights with friends, continuous giggles, a
star-worthy effort in the kitchen or the sparkle of a new
love. It all starts around the table. This is where memories
are made and lifelong bonds are built.
The past 25 years designer and pioneer John Ghekiere has
put Joli on the map. With 100% Belgian design, timeless
concepts and a refreshing view on furniture. We’re blurring
the lines between indoor and outdoor design, combining
convenience, comfort and strong esthetics.
Stainless steel and indestructible ceramics are the Joli
pledge to make your memories and furniture last. Today,
tomorrow and far beyond.
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TABLE

in good
company.

Curve coffee table elyps
Frame: black
Top: charisma grey

CHAIRS
Wire low chair
Frame: black
Cushion: smooth sooty

Wire 2-seats
Frame: black
Cushion: smooth sooty

Wire 3-seats
Frame: black
Cushion: smooth sooty

TABLE

an industrial
touch.

Curve round
Frame: black
Top: charisma grey

We’re welcoming a new member to the
Curve family. This coffee table is inviting
you to have a chat with the your loved
ones. Over a coffee, a tea of something
cold and bubbly. The drinks are optional,
the real secret ingredient is good
company.

CHAIRS
Curve
With 11 different table tops, there’s always
one that suits your style and setting. An
important choice that you should not
make hastily. The most hilarious stories
and precious memories are created at
the table.

The elyps table top in a charismatic shade
of grey reflects the shapes of the trestle,
creating a warm atmosphere. Have a
seat on the comfy Wire chairs, with our
smooth sooty cushions. The pure and
thoroughly tested design does not only
revolutionize seating ergonomics, but
also boost the entire interior. Perfect for
a lovely gathering.

Fabric: easy care stone

Charisma grey combines the ambiance of
a concrete look with the ease of ceramics.
It adds an industrial touch to the round
Curve table. The grey tones and round
forms are matched by six Curve chairs,
finished with an easy care stone seating.
It’s a prime example of how designer John
Ghekiere manages to compose scenes in
perfect harmony and with a unique touch.

> click here.

> click here.
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Frame: black
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TABLE
Fizz big round
Frame: white
Top: absolut white

CHAIRS
Rafael sled base
Frame: white
Cushion: easy care flax

snowy
white.

Not a tiny dot or a minuscule stripe
disturbs this perfectly white table top,
much like an untouched snowy landscape.
Every day we strive for perfection, in our
forms and our colors.

established material,
new twist.
Calacatta has been popular for centuries.
An ideal fit for timeless design. The
elyps table top and the bronze table leg
brings joy to any room. Whether it’s for
your grand Sunday brunch, a productive
meeting with your colleagues or just a fun
gathering: you’re all set.

The tripod effect of the Fizz table trestle
is met by the Rafael chairs with their
carriage foot. And yes, these are as comfy
as they look. Experience the seating
comfort and feel yourself right at home.
Whether you’re seated at your desk for
teleworking or have guests over for a
pleasant dinner.

The Curve chairs with flax finish brings
harmony to the table. Comfort, aesthetics
and texture go hand in hand.

> click here.
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TABLES
Curve dining table elyps
Frame: bronze
Top: calacatta

CHAIRS
Curve
Frame: black
Fabric: easy care flax

> click here.
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TABLE

growing
with you.

Curve XXL dining faux elyps
Frame: black
Top: caravaggio

Curve coffee table round
Frame: bronze
Top: caravaggio

CHAIRS
Curve
Frame: black
Cushion: smooth sooty / tagine

Chagall sled base
Frame: black
Cushion: velvet black

From great to grand. This Curve dining
table is extendable. That’s why it deserves
the XXL title. Create the space you need
at any time. It’s child’s play. In order to
appeal to Curve lovers as well as those
who prefer austere design, the table top
is a faux elyps.
The caravaggio design adds natural
elegance and a fascinating line play, on
the XXL table and on the newest coffee
table. With the bronze table legs as the
icing on the cake.
This XXL table is matched up with our
Curve chairs. Are you up for something
a bit more extravagant? The Chagall sled
chairs, with their velvet finish, are soft
and cosy, allowing you to really cocoon
in your own living room or around the
dining table.

> click here.
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CHAIRS

designed
to fit.

Chagall
spinning, sled base & x-base

Curve
chair & armchair

Fizz
armchair

Rafael
spinning, sled base & x-base

High or low, indoors or outdoors,
colorful or subtle: Joli has a chair for
every personality. Because furniture
should mirror your soul and meet your
preferences.

Wire

blooming
petals.

Just like a real flower, this flower table
changes over time. You can move each
table top – the flower’s petals – to make
a new composition. Just like nature, the
flower table shows itself in different colors
and finishes. Brand new in the range:
bronze. Luxurious, trendy and timeless.
This dynamic and playful table allows you
to finish your work from a lounge chair or
just makes your drink and snack easy to
reach when you’re chilling.
Talking about some quality time: who can
resist this Wire low chair? Dream away
with a good book, a glass of your favorite
drink or binge-watch your beloved series.
Did you know the cognac colored skai is
vegan? Good karma seating.

armchair

> click here.
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TABLE
Flower side table
Frame: bronze, black & lino

CHAIRS
Wire low chair
Frame: black
Cushion: vegan leather cognac

> click here.
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TABLES

words of
fizzdom.

Fizz bistro tables
Frame: lino
Top: lava brown & travertino grey

TABLE

our number
one.

Collins side table low
Frame: bronze

CHAIRS

CHAIRS

Rafael barstool spinning

Wire low chair

Frame: black

Frame: bronze

Fabric: vegan leather black

Rafael barstool sled base
Frame: black
Fabric: vegan leather black

Wire barstool
Frame: black

> click here.
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Level up – or down – at one of our sparkling
bistro tables. They have different heights
and table tops, giving you a sneak peak
at the broad possibilities for your festive
setting. The lava brown and travertino
grey table tops both create their own
atmosphere.
The Rafael barstools and the Wire bar seat
feel right at home around these tables. Do
you prefer a spinning barstool or rather
not? It’s up to you. Either way, Joli ensures
you optimal comfort. Good company will
do the rest. Enjoy your drink!

joli days

Don’t be confused by sporty rankings, for
us bronze is number one. When you take
a seat in the bronzed low Wire chair, next
to the matching Collins table (on which
you can place your glass of champagne),
you’ll immediately know why.

> click here.
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TABLES

majestic
moments.

Wire majestic 6 meter
Frame: black
Top: calacatta

Six meters of stylish opportunities.
Whether it’s in a meeting room or in
a wedding hall: this Wire table is the
ideal setting for majestic moments. The
calacatta top gives this design a stately
appearance. Even over this impressive
length, the veins run naturally from one
side to the other.

CHAIRS
Chagall spinning
Frame: black
Fabric: easy care flax

In its grandeur, this table is suited for
large groups and for lasting memories.
With the super powers of ceramics as a
bonus. The Chagall spinning chairs have
an easy care flax finish, emphasizing the
bright color palette.
From festive to professional:
Wire Majestic does it with ease.
Brightening up the room and the
occasion.

> click here.
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TABLE

at the center
of your home.

Central round
Frame: black
Top: caravaggio

Central elyps
Frame: black
Top: charisma grey

CHAIRS
Morisot
Frame: black
Cushion: velvet & smooth

Meet our Central table. We present it
to you proudly, with a round and an
elyps table top. It’s ready to become the
centerpiece of your home. The pivotal
table leg gives you maximum freedom of
movement. In addition, the elegant pillar
reinforces the organic overall picture.
The Caravaggio table top will charm
everyone. It suits any interior style, like
a true chameleon. The pleasant sitting
feeling is due to the eggshell shape of the
Morisot chairs. They combine soft shapes
with a firm backrest and handy armrests,
topped off with velvet and smooth fabric.
Also new: the Central elyps table. Lots
of table space, carefully mounted on a
compact, yet steady, trestle. Practical and
stylish, finished with the ceramic table
top: charisma grey.

Marguerite XL
Frame: black
Top: calacatta

Experience indoors comfort in the garden
or vice versa. This setting is perfectly
suited for both environments, combining
style and weatherproof materials. Even
the smooth canvas cushions endure the
Belgian climate. Why skimp on comfort
when you can just take it with you, across
the threshold of your building? We don’t
just bring the comfort outdoors, we also
bring strong looks and sharp design.
Partly thanks to the calacatta table top.

joli days

CHAIRS
Marguerite (arm)chairs
Frame: black
Cushion: smooth canvas

Mathias De Ferm’s Marguerite chairs are
available with and without armrest. For
those who like some additional support
and for those who prefer maximal
freedom. Which type of sitter are you?
Compare both options and find out for
yourself.
The XL dining table is extendable. From
relatively small and cosy to impressive
and extra functional.

> click here.
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TABLE

in and
out.
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> click here.
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marvelous
marble.

TABLE
Wire faux elyps
Frame: black
Top: marble marone

CHAIRS
Rafael x-base
Frame: black
Cushion: easy care truffle

The magic of natural stone as a climax of
the Wire collection. This marble marone
table top, carefully crafted into a faux
elyps, creates endless possibilities for
daily activities or special occasions, with
the inviting table at the center of the
action. It’s the first time we show this
table to the public. Some secrets deserve
to be out in the open, don’t they?
While we’re dotting the i’s and crossing
the t’s, we added a Rafael x-base. The
truffle colored seating is tapping into the
color play of the marble, supporting the
look and feel. In perfect harmony, like yin
and yang.

come to
the table.
> click here.
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TABLE

summer
breeze.

Marguerite side tables
Frame: white
Top: absolut white

CHAIRS
Marguerite sofa / lounger
Frame: white
Fabric: nautic linen sahara

just an
illusion.

TABLE
Layers dining table
Frame: black

Seemingly floating and tingling your
senses: the Layers table of Sylvain Willenz
continues to fascinate young and old.
The black iron table top adds some extra
mystery. The ropes on the Fizz chairs
make for a comfortable design and dries
quickly. Making you enjoy your outdoors
right after the rain has gone. What are
you waiting for?

The sea may not be very present, but
if you close your eyes, you might just
hear her rippling waves. Especially when
settled down on this Marguerite lounger.
You can easily transform your lounger
into a sofa and vice versa. To cater your
needs at any time.

Top: black iron

CHAIRS
Fizz
Frame: black
Fabric: rope solemio charcoal

Alongside this practical and comfy sofa/
lounger you find the newest coffee table
in the Marguerite collection. The cute
round table is finished with an absolute
white table top. Combined with the
nautic linen sahara cushions designer
Mathias De Ferm instantly sends you of
to blissfully warm southern countries.

> click here.
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> click here.

Enjoy the holiday feeling, right at home.
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TABLE

a soft
touch.

Marguerite elyps
Frame: black
Top: soft oak

CHAIRS

ceramic
table
tops.

Marguerite
Frame: black
Shell: smooth ash
Cushion: smooth ash

Oaky power with a soft finish. The table
top of this Marguerite elyps instantly
creates a homely atmosphere, the ideal
solution for creating a cozy outdoor space
without effort. The smooth ash seating of
the chairs are the perfect counterbalance
for the light-colored table, with a shell
seating or a cushion. Take your pick.

> click here.
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TABLE

trendy
travertino.

Curve elyps
Frame: lino

The beige tones and beautiful marbling
of this table top give this outdoor setup the right sparkle. This combination is
bound to draw the attention. The calm
atmosphere makes everyone feel right at
ease. The realistic veins of the travertino
finish never go out of style. Add the Fizz
lino chairs for a solid and comfy seat on
a bright spring day or at your smashing
party.

Top: travertino grey

CHAIRS
Fizz
Frame: lino
Fabric: rope solemio lino

> click here.
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TABLE

witness the
whiteness.

Propeller dining table
Frame: white
Top: absolute white

CHAIRS
Wire armchairs
Frame: white
Cushion: smooth ash

The snow-white ceramic top of this
Propeller table illustrates Joli’s urge for
perfection. It is spot on – without any
spots. Did you notice the exceptional
table leg? The crossed design brings some
extra magic to the table. The matching
white Wire chairs add to the clean and
modern feeling of this setting, finished
off with the fresh and fun smooth canvas
cushions.

TABLE

totally
zen.

Wire low dining
Frame: black
Top: marble marone

CHAIRS
Fizz low chair
Frame: lino
Fabric: rope solemio lino

Make the most of your sunny terrace
with this low dining set. Drift away into
the cosy Fizz lino low chair, accompanied
with the low Wire table in a marble
marone finish. The low design taps right
into today’s trends. Even when you go for
pure relaxation, you do it in style. And
with the Heatt you keep your fingerfood
warm while enjoying your good company.

> click here.
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> click here.
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TABLE

sunny
shades.

Marguerite round
Frame: black
Top: emperador

TABLE

pretty
in black.

Marguerite side tables
Frame: black
Top: black iron

CHAIRS

CHAIRS

Wire armchairs

Fizz low chair

Frame: black

Frame: black

Cushion: smooth tagine

Fabric: rope solemio charcoal

To finish of our outdoor settings, we’re
presenting the warm orange-red shade
smooth tagine on our Wire chairs. Next to
the round Marguerite and its emperador
table top, they bring a sunny spark to
a joyous autumn evening. Live like an
emperor in your own garden.

Four times a charm! Discover the new
Marguerite coffee tables in black iron.
They level at different heights, to suit your
needs, guaranteed.

> click here.
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> click here.
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CABINETS

make
room.

Cube 55
Color: lino
Extra: curve frame

Cube 55
Color: Fenix® white

Cube 65
Color: Matilux white

Cube 83
Meet Cube, our cabinet collection. The
color, material and style combinations
are endless. Everything to make room for
your stuff and your personality. Choose
between Cube 55, 65, 83 and 193, defining
the heights of the building blocks.

designed
to last.

Color: bronze

To make things tangible, we composed
some examples, like this Cube 55 with
Wire and Curve legs. We also added
Fenix®W to our material range. The matte
finish avoids fingerprints and guarantees
timeless style. Matilux, on the other hand,
is extra clear glass, leavened on the top
and colored on the bottom.
Look, feel and experience you cabinet
options to the fullest.

joli days

> click here.
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THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR
VISITING OUR JOLI DAYS!

You can easily download our new
logo and slogan via this QR code.

